Mother Kali – Symbolic Bali Daan (non-blood) Prayers
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Introduction
The nature and contents of this particular article are often considered to be
controversial and sensitive. Thus, caution will be utilised in approaching the topics
at hand. In this article, further details will be provided in, inter alia (among other
things), Mother Kali offerings that don’t include any animal or blood offerings.
The purpose behind compiling an article of this nature is not to coerce or convince
many Hindus to, or not to perform, this type of prayer. The main purpose behind this
article is to provide more information – and to explain that there are multiple
spiritual paths one can take in terms of Hindiusm – and these are all sanctioned by
Vedic scriptures. Certain sects in Hinduism allow certain practices which are
considered adharma (ill-religious) in other sects of Hinduism, e.g. Tantriks are
allowed Himsa (meaning "injury" - it is part of their rituals to sacrifice animals)
practices while other Hindus follow Ahimsa (non-injury) practices. In light of this
information, a question may arise - “which path is correct?”
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Having such differing views, which seems to conflict, can become a significant source
of confusion in Hindu (Sanatan Dharma) theology. Where one path of Hinduism
believes it to be punishable to perform a specific type of worship, whereas another
path unquestionably supports this same type of worship, it can be a source of
confusion. However, as will be explain below, both paths of Hinduism are supported
by Hindu scriptures.
Hinduism has two main branches – Vama Marga (path), and Dakshina Marga. Vama
Marga is the “left path”, which tantriks use, and involve rajastic (mode of passion)
and tamastic (mode of ignorance) practices. They also practice Himsa (violence) – the
sacrificing of animals. Dakshina Marga is the “right path”, which is sattvic (mode of
goodness). The followers like Vaishnavas (devotees of Lord Vishnu etc...) practice
Ahimsa (non-violence).
In order to explain the above concept, an example will be utilised below. Recently,
the arithmetic equation was posted on the Internet, that challenged people to solve
this problem “8÷2(2+2) = ?” This arithmetic problem yielded two main answers from
many who attempted to solve it – 1 (one), or 16 (sixteen). Hannah Fry, an associate
professor in the Mathematics of Cities at University College London, stated that said
the way the question was written leaves 'room for ambiguity' over the answer. She
explained: "The (2+2) in brackets is easy enough to deal with - it's equal to four. But
then what does the rest of the equation mean? Is it 8÷(2x4) = 1? Or is it (8÷2)x4 =
16?" This is similar to a mathematical/arithmetic version of the sentence “He fed her
cat food”. Does it mean that the man gave some food to a cat, or that he fed some cat
food to a woman? It's impossible to tell from the information we've been given." She
said it would be clear if the equation was written using fractions instead of division,
or obelus, symbol. In conclusion, she said both 1 (one) and 16 (sixteen) are correct
answers and it simply depends on how you “interpret” it. The above example may
seem out of context – however, in principle, it is useful to assist in explaining the
purpose behind this article and the details contained therein. Hence, one should try
to keep an open mind, within reason, to beliefs that may be different to one’s own –
and one should strive to be respectful.
Kindly note that even though the equation has two different paths that lead to two
different answers, both are correct in their own respect. Although using a basic
analogy of using two different roads to travel from point A to point B would serve
better – as this analogy can be directly used to explain the fact that while there are
various methods of achieving the desired outcome, all these methods are correct, and
should, eventually, yield the same result.

Mother Kali from the Devi Bhagavatam.
The information provided below has mainly been procured from the Devi
Bhagavatam. As Vaishnavas (devotees of Lord Vishnu) main shastra is the Srimad
Bhagavatam, and the Shaivite's (devotees of Lord Shiva) main shastra is the Shiva
Purana, the Shaktavite's (devotees of the Mother) main shastra is the Devi
Bhagavatam. The information provided below is from the 24 th chapter of the Devi
Bhagavatam.
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Mother Kali is the fearful and ferocious form of the Universal Mother Goddess.
Mother Kali's fierce form is adorned with powerful symbols. Her black complexion
symbolizes her all-embracing and transcendental nature. Her black complexion is
her original form but she does appear in blue complexion as well from time to time.
The Mahanirvana Tantra states: "Just as all colors disappear in black, so all names
and forms disappear in her". Her appearance is primeval, fundamental, and
transparent like Nature — the earth, sea, and sky. Mother Kali is free from the
illusory covering, for she is beyond the all maya or "false consciousness." Kali's
garland of fifty human heads stand for the fifty letters in the Sanskrit alphabets,
and symbolises infinite knowledge. Her girdle of severed human hands signifies work
and liberation from the cycle of karma. Her white teeth show her inner purity, and
her red lolling tongue indicates her omnivorous nature — her indiscriminate
enjoyment of all the world's 'flavors'. Her sword is the destroyer of false
consciousness and the eight bonds that bind us. Her three eyes represent past,
present, and future, — the three modes of time — an attribute that lies in the very
name Kali ('Kala' in Sanskrit means time).”
The eminent translator of Tantrik texts, Sir John Woodroffe in Garland of Letters,
writes, "Kali is so called because She devours Kala (Time) and then resumes Her
own dark formlessness."
Kali's proximity to cremation grounds where the five elements, or "Pancha
Mahabhuta" (earth, water, fire, air and aether/ether), come together, and all worldly
attachments are absolved, again point to the cycle of birth and death. The reclined
Lord Shiva lying prostrate under the feet of Mother Kali suggests that without the
power of Mother Kali (Shakti), Lord Shiva is inert.
Bali Daan, or sacrifice, is central to the worship of Mother Kali. From goats and
roosters to sugarcane and pumpkin, a variety of consumables are offered as Bali to
the Mother for Her Puja, which falls on the new moon day of the Hindu-calendar
month of Kartik (the main Diwali day).
In recent years, many temples in Bharat Bhoomi (India) are moving away from any
form of animal sacrifice. Many Devi (Durga/Kali) puja temple committees in India
have been sensitized against animal sacrifice and puja pandals (temporary shrines
or open pavilions) do not offer any “patha bali” (actual sacrifice of an animal)
anymore.
"Sacrifice is an essential aspect of the Kali puja, for “Bali” is the symbol of power.
Bali invokes power, and since we are worshipping Adi Para Shakti, who is the
embodiment of shakti (power), it is essential to incorporate Bali in puja, but it does
not have to be an animal." "In the past, people preferred animal sacrifice due to
certain socio-economic reasons, however, now, most of the Puja committees prefer to
use vegetables or fruits instead". Many temples are now offering symbolic sacrifices
like that of gourd, white pumpkin, sugarcane, cucumber etc." In recent times the
Boiti-Kakharu (pumpkin) sacrifice has, in some areas (in India and other parts of
the world) and for some devotees, replaced animal sacrifice.
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In Sanskrit, Kushmanda means pumpkin and Devi Durga/Kali liked the non-blood
sacrifice of a pumpkin. This is the other reason why Devi Durga is known by the
name of Kushmanda Devi. Devi is worshipped on the fourth day of every Navaratri
(there are four Navaratris in a year – one for each season), as Devi Kushmanda (the
Pumpkin Goddess).
To know further about the four Navaratris in a year kindly Ctrl-click on this link to
download the artilce from our
website.http://dipika.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/The-4-Navaratris-in2020.pdf
The information provided in the Brahma-vaivarta Purana (Krsna-janma-khanda
185.180) is as follows...
“ashvamedham gavaalambham sannyaasam pala-paitrikam
devarena sutotpattim kalau panca vivarjayet”
"'In this Age of Kali Yuga (started over 5000 years ago), five acts are forbidden: the
offering of a horse in a fire sacrifice, the offering of a cow in a fire sacrifice, the
acceptance of the order of sannyasa (renounced order), the offering of oblations of
flesh to the forefathers (pitars/ancestors), and a man's begetting children from his
brother's wife.'
What is immoral or unethical can only be determined based on the authority of
the Vedas. Us humans with our limited scope of vision can never be in a position to
decide what is absolute dharma and what is absolute adharma - hence the endless
ethical debates with regards to capital punishment and the like.
A yajna {yajña} (any ritual done in front of a sacred fire) takes shape with the
chanting of the mantras, the invoking of a particular deity and the offering of havis
(oblations/samaghree and ghee) into the havan fire/Agni. The mantras are chanted
(orally) and the deity is meditated upon (mentally). The most important materials
required for homa (havan) are the havis (samaghree and ghee offerings) offered in
the sacred fire - in physically offering the havis/grains into the sacred fire, one’s
physical body is also involved in the prayer/puja. Therefore, altogether, in a sacred
offering mind, speech and body (mano-vak-kaya) are brought together.
Ghee (clarified butter) is an important ingredient of the oblation. While ghee by
itself is offered as an oblation, it is also used to purify other sacred
materials - in fact this is compulsory. In a number of tantrik (Himsa/injury)
sacrifices, the vapa (fat or marrow) of animals is offered.
Is the performance of a sacrifice sinful, or is it meritorius? Or is it both?
The great Vaishnava guru Srila Madhvacharya (CE 1238–1317)) was against the
killing of any pasu (animal) for a sacrifice. In his compassion he said that a
substitute for the vapa must be made with flour (add water to the ata {flour} and
make a dough) and offered in the fire. ("Pasu/Pashu" does not necessarily mean a
cow. In Sanskrit any animal may be referred to as "pasu".)
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The meaning behind Pashu (animal sacrifice)
In this day and age, there are many aspects and ancient practices of the Vedic
tradition that are misunderstood, misinterpreted or dismissed as unscientific.
Unfortunately, the nobility and height of thinking of the sages of ancient times, who
showed such a profound and respectful understanding of life and creation, has often
been lost in translation through the ages. One such example is the practice of
pashubali, which refers to the sacrificing of one’s own animalistic tendencies – a
word and practice nowadays often (incorrectly) translated and interpreted as ‘animal
sacrifice’.
The word ‘pashu’, as many other words in the Vedic language, is often misunderstood
and misinterpreted by people, one of the main reasons being that the Vedic language
(the language used in the Vedas) is not entirely the same as Sanskrit. What is
normally referred to as Sanskrit, is a language that emerged out of the Vedic
language, similar to how there are Indian languages that have come from Sanskrit
yet still share a significant portion of it’s vocabulary with it. However, similar to how
certain words of these modern which languages languages are also found in
Sanskrit, with their meaning has (slightly) altered, there are many Sanskrit words
that are also found in the Vedic language, however, their meanings have become
much more limited, or different altogether. It was when people, including those
writing commentaries on Vedic scriptures, were trying to understand the Vedas with
knowledge of the Sanskrit language, and not the Vedic language, that most of the
misinterpretations arose. Furthermore, with other people depending on the
explanations of the commentators, the “new”, meanings soon became common
knowledge. The root cause of the problem here was thus the insufficient
understanding of Vedic language from the commentators and the incorrect notion
that the Vedic language and Sanskrit are identical.
The sacrifice of animals is often thought to have been part of some of the ancient
yajñas of the Vedic civilization. In the Vedic literature, however, a synonym that is
given for the word ‘yajña’ is ‘adhvara’, which literally translates to ‘that which is free
from violence’. In order to be able to perform such an act, one needs to first sacrifice
one’s own cravings, selfishness and anger. One needs to ‘slaughter’ or ‘sacrifice’ (bali)
the ‘brute’ or ‘animal’ (pashu) in himself, i.e. perform ‘pashubali’. It was therefore
said that, in Yajña, the animal in man/woman (i.e. the brutal instinct in man/woman
to enjoy even at the cost of others and risking his/her own spiritual well-being) was
restrained and ultimately slaughtered.
Ancient yajñas now famous for their ‘animal slaughter/sacrifice’ were actually highly
spiritual and refined ceremonies. The word ‘ashva’ in classic Sanskrit means ‘horse’,
however, in the Vedic language, two of it’s meanings are ‘souls’ and ‘nation’. The
Sanskrit word ‘aja’ is often translated as ‘goat’, while a Vedic meaning of the word is
‘eternal soul’. The Ashvamedha Yajña therefore referred to a yajña facilitating ‘the
purification of the soul and the strengthening of the nation’, and the Ajamedha
Yajña was performed for the ‘ennobling of the soul’.
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In time, however, such a beautiful and noble act as yajña or sacrifice, an entirely
unselfish deed for the greater good of the world, became synonymous with the
slaughter of innocent animals. It is, of course, true that, in the medieval ages,
animals were sacrificed, both in India, and other parts of the world. However, these
sacrifices were not prescribed by the Vedas. The sacrifice that the Vedas prescribe is
that of one’s own comforts, of one’s own negative tendencies and small-mindedness,
for the benefit of the society and the world.
Great saints, such as Gautama Buddha and Mahavir, who saw the inhumane
slaughter of innocent animals in the name of yajña, rebelled against these practices
and worked to bring peoples’ attention back towards meditation, respect towards,
and service of, all life, and cultivating a mind free from anger, lust and delusion –
ideals that are actually part of the core teachings of these amazing ancient
scriptures called the Vedas.
The Vedas have even been particularly outspoken regarding non-violence, both
towards other human beings and towards all other forms of life. In the Atharva
Veda, for example, there is a prayer to violence itself: “O Violence! The slaughter of
the innocent creatures is really dreadful; do not kill our cows, horses, men and other
embodied scient beings. Wherever you are lying concealed, be lighter and more
trivial in our eyes than a dried leaf.” In the Yajur Veda, there is the prayer: “May I
look at all the creatures with the eyes of a friend.” In the Rig Veda, it is stated: “If
ever, with certainty, I make a move, I tread only the path of the friend. For, under
the solace-giving shelter of this dear and non-violent friend all living beings unite.”
The Brahmasutra states: "Asuddhamiti cen na sabdat". The performance of
sacrifices is based on scriptural authority and it is part of the quest for Selfrealisation. Therefore, how can it be called an impure act? How do we determine
whether or not an object or an act is impure or whether it is good or bad? We do so by
judging it according to the authority of the Vedic shastras. Srila Vyasadeva goes on
to state in his Brahmasutra, that animal sacrifice is not sinful, since the act is
permeated by the sound of the Vedas. What is pure or impure is to be known by the
authority provided by the Vedas, or rather, their sound, called Sabdapramana.
If sacrifices were impure acts according to the Vedas, they would not have
accepted them as part of the Atmic (spiritual) quest. Even if the sacrificial animal is
made of flour (the substitute according to Madhvacharya), it is imbued with life by
the chanting of the Vedic mantras. Would it not then be similar to a living animal
and would not offering it in a sacrifice not be taken as an act of violence?
In the concluding passage of the Chandogya Upanishad, where ahimsa or
non-violence is extolled, one will find these words, "Anyatra tirthebhyah". It means
ahimsa must be practised except with regard to Vedic rites. Considerations of
violence have no place in sacrifices and the conduct of war.
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If the ideal of non-violence were superior to the performance of sacrifices, it would
mean that "sacrifices are good but non-violence is better". The performance of a
thousand sacrifices must be spoken of highly but the practice of non-violence is to be
regarded as even higher.
The following excerpt has been obtained from the Durga Paath/Saptashati
The slaying of Chanda and Munda - Chapter 7
“Thereupon Devi became terribly angry with those foes, and in her anger her
countenance then became dark as ink. Out from the surface of her forehead, fierce
with frown, issued suddenly Kali of terrible countenance, armed with a sword and
noose. Bearing the strange skull-topped staff, decorated with a garland of skull, clad
in a tiger's skin, very appalling owing to her emaciated flesh, with gaping mouth,
fearful with her tongue lolling out, having deep-sunk reddish eyes and filling the
regions of the sky with her roars, and falling upon impetuously and slaughtering the
great asuras in that army, she devoured those hosts of the foes of the devas. She
destroyed all that host of mighty and evil-natured asuras, devoured some and
battered others. On seeing all the hosts of asuras laid low in a moment, the demon
Chanda rushed against that Kali, who was exceedingly terrible. The great asura
Chanda with very terrible showers of arrows, and Munda with discuses hurled in
thousands covered that terrible-eyed Devi. Then Kali, who was roaring frightfully,
whose fearful teeth were gleaming within her dreadful mouth, laughed terribly with
exceeding fury. Then the Devi, mounting upon her great lion, rushed at Chanda, and
seizing him by his hair, severed his head with her sword. Seeing Chanda laid low,
Munda also rushed at her. She felled him also the ground, striking him with her
sword in her fury. Seeing the most valiant Chanda and Munda laid low, the
remaining army there became panicky and fled in all directions. And Kali, holding
the heads of Chanda and Munda in her hands, approached Chandika and said, her
words mingled with very loud laughter. 'Here have I brought you the heads of
Chanda and Munda as two great animal offerings in this sacrifice of battle; Sumbha
and Nisumbha, you shall yourself slay.' The Rishi said: Thereupon seeing those
asuras, Chanda and Munda brought to her, the auspicious Chandika said to Kali
these playful words: 'Because you have brought me both Chanda and Munda, you O
Devi, shall be famed in the world by the name Chamunda devi.
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Hence Mother Kali’s most famous mantra is a combination of the names of the
demons Chanda and Munda names (Chaamundaayai).

“Om Aim Hreem Kleem Chaamundaayai Vicche”.
Mantra Translation: “We seek Blessings from Adi Parashakti, who has forms of
(AIM) Maha Saraswati {Giver of Knowledge}, (HREEM) Maha Lakshmi {Giver of
Wealth}, (KLEEM) Maha Kali {Giver of Justice}, to give us a (VICCHE) Shield of
strength and Energy to untangle ourselves from the knots of negativity [Chanda]
and evil [Munda] from our Mind and Body.”
The benefits of chanting the above mantra:1. Increased strength of the mind and body are the main benefits that can be
obtained from this mantra. Chanting it, with deep concentration, will slowly bring
about a positive change in your attitude and life.
2. Reciting this mantra can help protect you from negative energy. This mantra
blesses you with power, prosperity and positive energy.
3. You can boost your intellectual ability by repeatedly chanting this mantra. Use it
to improve yourself or even chant it on behalf of your child/ren.
4-You can improve your finances and create more wealth by using this mantra. This
mantra helps build inner power and allows you to develop healthy, loving
relationships. Chant this mantra to block negative thoughts and banish ignorance.
5- This mantra protects not just you but also your loved ones, and helps you attain
inner peace – the ultimate aim of life.
6- This mantra helps you succeed in academics, relationships, your work and also
your family life. This mantra boosts your awareness and helps you gain mental
calmness and clarity.
7- This mantra helps get rid of evils and keep all enemies away, calling upon these
three goddesses. We invoke powerful strong Chamunda/Kali to defend us from all
negative energies.
The following excerpt has been obtained from the Durga Paath/Saptashati
The Slaying of Raktabija – Chapter eight
The Rishi said: After the daitya Chanda was slain and Munda was laid low, and
many of the battalions were destroyed, the lord of the asuras, powerful Sumbha,
with mid overcome by anger, commanded then the mobilization of all the daitya
hosts. On hearing that roar the enraged asura battalions surrounded the lion, the
Devi and Kali on all the four sides.
The following excerpt has been obtained from the Durga Paath/Saptashati
The Slaying of Raktabija - Chapter eight verses 24-30
“And that invincible (Shakti) told Shiva, of dark coloured matted locks, 'Go, my lord,
as ambassador to the presence of Sumbha and Nisumbha. 'Tell the two haughty
asuras, Sumbha and Nisumbha, and the other asuras assembled there for battle.
"Let Indra obtain the three worlds and let the devas enjoy the sacrificial oblations.
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You go to the nether world, if you wish to live. "But if through pride of strength you
are anxious for battle, come on then. Let my jackals be satiated with your flesh."'
Because that Devi appointed "Shiva" himself as ambassador thenceforth she became
renowned in this world as Shiva-duti. Those great asuras, on their part, hearing the
words of the Devi communicated by Shiva, were filled with indignation and went
where Katyayani stood. Then in the very beginning, the enraged foes of the devas
poured in front on the Devi showers of arrows, javelins and spears.
*** Do remember Devi afforded the demons an opportunity to return what they had
stolen from the Devas and used Lord Shiva as a messenger (emissary) to speak to
the demons. When they did not want to agree then and only then Devi commenced
her blood path.
The following excerpt has been obtained from the Durga Paath/Saptashati
The Slaying of Raktabija - Chapter eight verses 41-63
“Seeing the asuras harassed by the band of Matrs and fleeing, the great asura
Raktabija strode forward to fight in wrath. Whenever from his body there fell to the
ground a drop of blood, at that moment rose up from the earth asura of his stature.
The great asura fought with Indra's shakti with club in his hand; then Devi struck
Raktabija with her thunderbolt. Blood flowed quickly and profusely from him who
was wounded by the thunderbolt. From the blood rose up (fresh) combatants of his
form and valour. As many drops of blood fell from his body, so may persons came into
being, with his courage, strength and valour. And those persons also sprung up from
his blood fought there with the Matrs in a more dreadful manner hurling the very
formidable weapons. And again when his head was wounded by the fall of her
thunder-bolt, his blood flowed and therefrom were born persons in thousands. The
world was pervaded by thousands of great asuras who were of his stature and who
rose up from the blood that flowed from him when cloven. Raktabija, that great
asura also, filled with wrath, struck everyone of the Matrs severally with his club.
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From the stream of blood which fell on the earth from him when he received multiple
wounds by the spears, darts and other weapons, hundreds of asuras came into being.
And those asuras that were born from the blood of Raktabija pervaded the whole
world; the devas got intensely alarmed at this. Seeing the devas dejected, Chandika
Devi laughed and said to Kali Devi, 'O Chamunda, open out your mouth wide; with
this mouth quickly take in the drops of blood generated by the blow of my weapon
and also the great asuras born of the drops of blood of Raktabija. 'Roam about in the
battle-field, devouring the great asuras that spring from him. So shall this daitya,
with his blood emptied, perish. 'As you go on devouring these, other fierce (asuras)
will not be born.' Having enjoined her thus, the Devi next smote him (Raktabija)
with her dart. Then Kali drank Raktabija's blood with her mouth. Then and there
he struck Chandika with his club. The blow of his club caused her not even the
slightest pain. And from his stricken body wherever blood flowed copiously, there
Chamunda (Kali Devi) swallowed it with her mouth. The Chamunda devoured those
great asuras who sprang up from the flow of blood in her mouth, and drank his
(Raktabija's) blood.
The Devi (Kausiki) smote Raktabija with her dart, thunderbolt, arrows, swords, and
spears, when Chamunda went on drinking his blood. Stricken with a multitude of
weapons and bloodless, the great asura (Raktabija) fell on the ground, O King.
Thereupon the devas attained great joy, O King. The band of Matrs who sprang from
them dance, being intoxicated with blood”.
Below states quite clearly that Mother Kali will always protects the Supreme Lord’s,
Shree Krishna’s, pure devotee. As the Lord is her brother (in her Durga Devi form).
The following excerpt has been obtained from the Srimad Bhagavatam Canto Five,
chapter nine, verses 12-20 titled “The Supreme Character of Jada Bharata”
“Then, at a certain moment, some dacoit leader appeared on the scene who desired a
son and was looking for an animalistic person whom he could offer to the goddess
Bhadra Kali. The animal type he looked for, had escaped and his followers on their
way to find him could, in the dead of night, not catch that animalistic man. As
arranged by providence they stumbled upon the brahmin son from the line of Rishi
Angira who from an elevated position was guarding the fields against deer, wild pigs
and other creatures. Discovering that he had the right character, they next, with
shining faces understanding that he could serve for their master's work, elated took
him to the temple of the goddess, tightly bound in ropes. In order to prepare him as
the man-animal for the sacrifice, the followers of the dacoit then, according to their
own customs, bathed him, gave him new clothes, covered his body with ornaments,
smeared him with sandalwood pulp and garlanded him. Vibrating songs, prayers,
drums and bugles, they seated him before the goddess Kali, fully dressed up and
properly fed, with incense, lamps, strings of flowers, parched grains, twigs and
sprouts, fruits and other articles of worship. The priest of that dacoit leader, ready to
offer a flow of blood from the animalistic man to the deity of Bhadra Kali, next took a
fearful razor sharp sword and consecrated it with the appropriate mantras.
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These contemptible types who, being of a passionate and ignorant nature, in their
materialistic bewilderment were driven by minds full of imagination and thus,
acting to their own notions, followed a wrong course, were in offense with the heroic
association of the Supreme Lord, the brahmins. Proceeding with a lust for violence
against others they acted most cruelly directly against an expansion of the Lord
Himself, someone of a brahmin birth, a son of spiritual wisdom who had no enemies
and who was a well-wisher to all. But at the very last moment the goddess Bhadra
Kali, who saw what was about to happen in defiance of the law and against the will
of the Lord, broke out of her statue with a burning physical appearance that was of
an excessively bright, unbearable, spiritual effulgence. Full of indignation she totally
lost herself in the force of her anger with raised eyebrows, crooked teeth, bloodshot
eyes, a frightening laugh and an agitated fearful face, as if she wanted to destroy the
entire universe.
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Released from the Murti because of her great fury she, coming forth from the altar,
severed with the same blade as they wanted to use for the sacrifice, the heads from
the bodies of all the sinful offenders and then, together with her associates, drank
from the blood that oozed from the necks as a very hot intoxicating beverage.
Overwhelmed by all that intoxicating drinking she with her associates next loudly
sang and danced, making fun throwing the heads at each other like they were balls.
When one, relating to great souls, has crossed the line, as in this case, one will always,
because of that wrong action, oneself have to undergo the result of that offense. Oh,
Vishnudatta 'protected by Lord Vishnu'; Parikchit, to those who are not perplexed,
this is not such a great miracle. They who without animosity are of goodness to all,
are by the Supreme Lord of the invincible Time who carries the best of all weapons
(the Sudarshana disc), personally fully liberated from the very strong and tight knot
in the heart that is the consequence of a false physical concept of life. Even when
threatened by decapitation or by other attacks on their lives, those liberated souls
and devotees, who full of surrender are protected at His lotus feet, are never upset by
these kinds of emotional conditions, they have nothing to fear.' “
The following excerpt has been obtained from the
Srimad Devi Bhagavatam 8th book chapter 24 “On the worship of the Devi”
Lord Narayana (also known as Lord Vishnu) said:- O Devarsi Narada the worshipper
is to offer cake flour to Devi. The worshipper is to offer plantains to Devi. The Lord
said it is a rule to give an offering of Payasam (Sweet Rice, known as Devi Payasa).
Lord Narayana said the Mother becomes very pleased when one offers to Her the
following items:- Karkati (cucumber), Kushmanda (pumpkin), Panasa (jack-fruit),
Plantains, Jambu Fruit, Mango, Sesamum (Brown or white Sesame) seeds, Oranges,
Anar (pomegranate), Dhatri fruit (Amla/Amalaki), gram (pulses), coconut, Jambira
(lemon/lime citrus fruits), Kaseru (a.k.a Singhada, water chestnut), and Surana
(Yam).
Foods that are offered as symbolic Kali bali daan are as follows: (from above)
Payasam (Sweet Rice, known as Devi Payasa/Kheer), add some red colouring to the
sweet rice (which is optional); dhatri fruit (Amla/Amalaki). Kushmanda (white
pumpkin); jambira (lemon/lime citrus fruits); karkati (cucumber); anar
(pomegranate); coconut; jackfruit; plantains and bananas; jambu fruit; mango;
oranges; coconut; surana (yam, sweet potatoes).
Other appropriate offerings:
Dhaar; nutmeg (jaifar/jaiphal); monkey ball; sugar cane; gourd (snake gourd
(cinchinda); melons; all types of squashs like butternut, carnival, hubbard, sweet
dumpling, etc.; gourd like luffa/loofah (hindi – theroi); melons like bitter melon
(karela), cantaloupe, watermelon, winter etc. . * Red colored coconut burfi (recipe
below); split red lentils and black urad dal/lentils (as a soup offerings) and puri.
Offer red hibiscus flowers to Mother Kali. Hibiscus “rosa-sinensis” flowers are used
as an offering to Mother Kali in her pujas. Mother Kali is especially very fond of red
hibiscus flowers. The Hibiscus flower is of raja (passion) - sattva (pureness) nature.
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Additional information on jaifar/nutmeg: Often, during Mata/Devi Puja, a
jaifar/nutmeg is cut. “jai” means victory and “phal” means fruit. The jaifar is not
used as an offering of life – rather, as a fruit. The aromatic nutmeg is protected by an
outer shell. In this way, we are praying to Mata, saying: “O Mata, may our lives
become “victorious” and sacred, may you O Mata protect our bliss, and may we
always have success and victory in our endeavours”.
In the Bandi Paath, in the Vindhyeshvaree (Bandi) chalisa, the following is
mentioned:- “Dhvajaa naariyala aani chadave, vidhi sameta poojana karaveeve”,
meaning, the devotee should come and make an offering of Dhvajaa (flag/banner)
and a naariyala (coconut). The devotee should also perform puja as well as observing
all the requisite rites.
Please refer to the link below, which includes the procedures and prayer involved in
hosting the small dhvajaa/jhandi (flags) as mentioned above.
How to hoist the 9 small Jhandi (flags), follow the link below on Dipika.
http://dipika.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/The-Benefits-one-accrues-when-oneobserves-a-Navaratri-Vrat.pdf

When Maharishi Vyasa commenced to compile the Devi Purana, he first invoked
Devi and asked Devi, "Mother, please let me know the esoteric meaning of the lime
fruit", to which Devi replied, "Veda-Vyasa, you are an avatar of the Supreme Lord,
you are all knowing, however, let me clarify your doubts for the sake of greater good
of humankind". "The lime fruit is derived from the essence of Nimbasura, the layers
inside this fruit is a representation of Nimbasura’s powers, it’s seeds, represent birth
and death, it’s juice represents the attachment and devotion Nimbasura has for me.
It also represents the Moksha I have granted him.
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The leaves of the tree represent the boons Shiva and I bestowed upon him. When a
garland of limes adorns me, I assume the form of Nimishamba. Whoever offers me
the juice of limes out of genuine love and affection shall receive my blessings and
protection, just like Nimbasura derived from me." Saying this, Devi left Maharishi
Vyasa after blessing him.
Jambira (lemon/lime citrus fruits). Common name English (Lime tree, Lemon),
Hindi (Jamir nimbu, Nimbu), Sanskrit (Nimbuka, Jambira, Jambaka), Latin name
(Citrus limonum/acida or medica–Fructus). From a religious point of view, the
lemon/lime is very dear to Devi, so much so that Lord Narayana states this as well.
Furthermore, for the puja, devotees can utilise a lamp made out of the skin/rind of
the lemon/lime, as opposed to a clay lamp. There isn’t anything wrong with the clay
lamp, as this is optional. Just in Devi pujas a Nimbu lamp is highly recommended.
Nimbu Garland: Make a garland of three or any odd number of lemons/limes that
can use used to garland Mother Kali - that is if you have a largish Murti/Deity of
Her. The size of the garland, if any, will depend on the size of the murti of Ma Kali
that one has.
How to make a Nimbu lamp: Roll the lemon/lime with added pressure, along a hard
surface, so as to soften the insides. Then, cut the lime in half and the remove the
inside parts. Once that's done, next, add ghee in the lime vessel and a long wick.
Next, place a handful of uncooked white rice {prayer rice} onto a saucer and, on top
of this rice, place the lemon/lime/nimbu lamp. It is advisable to use a small piece of
foil to cover the edge of the lemon/lime/nimbu lamp that the ghee wick is resting on,
as, without this, the lemon/lime/nimbu skin/rind itself can catch fire, and burn.
Lighting a lime lamp has many various benefits as well.
Nimbu pani: Nimbu pani (lime/lemon juice) is one of India's most loved summer
refreshments. Squeeze two fresh limes/lemons, add to a tall cup, add sugar or gur
(jaggery) to taste and cut one sprig of mint and add to the mixture. Simple and very
healthy. This should be prepared for Devi when performing her puja. (Optional – the
zest/peel of a lime or lemon has more benefits than the insides, so I advise finely
grating about 1/4 tsp of the peel and adding to the mixture).
*** Do note that you need not offer every fruit and vegetable mentioned above.

Rather to according to your financial situation and availability of the above
produce at the time of your Kali prayer.
When preparing any offerings to Devi or to any Deity for that matter, I always
strongly suggest that...
1) One must (of course) have a bath and wear clean clothes.
2) Talking is not allowed (one may cover his/her mouth with a cloth) as the saliva
from one's mouth can easily enter into the offerings thus rendering the offerings
soiled and unfit for Devi to consume).
3) No shoes should be worn (unless it's only used in the kitchen area).
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4) When preparing offerings to Devi, one should mentally chant (one should avoid
chanting out loud – the only reason being that saliva could enter the preparations,
and make them unclean to offer to Devi) Her mantras, for example “Om doom
durgaayai namah”, etc., as one expends positive vibrations into the offering to be
made for Devi.

What offerings to cook for the Kali puja.
Payasam
Payasam (Sweet Rice/Kheer – a preparation consisting of rice, milk, and gur
{sugar}) known as Devi Payasa. How to make Payasam.
Ingredients: 1 litre Milk (Full cream), 1⁄4 cup short grain Basmati rice (soaked for a
few hours), 1⁄4 cup sugar + 1/8 cup more if needed, 1⁄4 tsp cardamom powder (Elachie),
a few strands of saffron, two tbsp raisins, two tbsp almonds (Soaked for four-five
hours) and pistachio to garnish in the end. Red colouring.
Method: Use a thick bottomed pan and add a little water (two tbs). Adding water to
the pan before boiling milk reduces the chance of the milk from sticking to the
bottom of the pan. Add milk to the pan and boil it. After it comes to a boil add the
rice. Short grain rice is preferable for use in kheer as they get mixed uniformly
resulting in a thicker kheer. Soak the saffron strands in two tbs milk in a separate
bowl. After giving rice and milk mixture a boil reduce the gas flame to low and let it
simmer for half an hour. Rice kheer should always be cooked on low gas flame. It
tastes much better this way and there is less chance of it sticking to the bottom of
the pan. Keep on stirring in between and after 30 minutes the kheer will be thick
and rice grains would be very soft. Add sugar (gur), cardamom powder, saffron and
washed raisins to the mixture and give it another boil. After five minutes switch off
the flame. Let the kheer cool. Remove the skin of soaked almonds. Garnish the
Kheer with pistachio and almond slivers. You can use almonds without soaking as
well. (Do note pistachios and almonds are optional as these items are a luxury and
expensive). Add some red food colouring to make the sweet rice look red.

Red coloured Coconut Burfi
Ingredients: one cup grated coconut, one cup sugar, 1/4 cup water (To soak the
sugar), half a tsp cardamom powder, one tsp ghee, red colouring
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Method: Keep heavy bottomed pan on stove.
Add sugar and pour the water. Dissolve the sugar making it into a sugar syrup. Add
the grated coconut and cardamom powder and mix well, add some redcolouring.
Keep mixing till the coconut sticks on the sides. Spread ghee on a tray and pour the
coconut. Make the slices immediately and cool it.

PURI
Kaseru (a.k.a Singhada, water chestnut) flour to make Puri’s.
Ingredients: one cup “Singhada” flour, about half a cup of water {some use cold
while others hot} (or as needed to make a pliable dough, this may vary depending on
the quality of flour), sugar and *** salt (view below).
Method: Stir the flour in a bowl. Add salt and water - little by little - to the dough
until it comes together into a pliable dough. Add little by little while kneading. You
can also add one tbsp or so of hot oil (that you are heating for deep frying) to the
dough. The final consistency should not be too tight (dry) or too soft (wet). Knead it
well until smooth. The dough should not be totally sticky (only lightly sticky) or feel
dry in your hands. Make small round balls out of it. These will depend on how big a
fryer you have.
Tip 1: Do not let the dough sit. Usually for roti(s), the dough sit for some time which
makes the dough very soft. But for Puris this rule does not apply. Letting it sit for
too long makes it prone to soaking up lots of oil while frying. Hence use the dough
immediately to make the Puris. Roll it out into small circles with thin-medium
thickness. Don't make it too thin or else it will come out crispy. Repeat for all dough.
Alternatively heat oil for deep frying. Do the “oil-temperature” test to see if it's ready.
The oil should be hot but not too hot that it smokes.
Tip 2: Drop a small piece of dough into the oil. The dough should fry up immediately
and come to the surface. You know the oil is not hot enough when the puri does not
puff up and is flat and instead also it soaks up the oil. Now drop the puri into the oil.
While the puri is slowly coming to the surface, make sure to keep ladling in the hot
oil on the surface. This helps the puri to puff up. Turn it so that it gets evenly
reddish brown or golden yellow (however you prefer). Place it on paper towel to drain
off any excess oil. If fried right, it won't retain oil. Serve it with side dish of your
choice.
The following page is an offering I cooked a little while back during Navaratri on the
seventh day which is dedicated to Mother Kalaratri (Kali). It is rather elaborate but
since the Mother gives us so much, why not?
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Savory rice with hurdi, methi bhajee with scrambled paneer, potatoe with soya
chunks and cubed paneer, spicy paneer fillings wrapped in cabbage leaves cooked in
tomatoe chutney, normal salad with pomegranate seeds, raita with sour cream,
brinjal fritters, roti, kheer puri (heart shaped), mittai (sweet) puri, normal puri,
kheer with 100’s and 1000’s, mittai (sweetmeats), fried bindi, four types of fruits,
anar seeds (Devi’s favourite fruit and red depicting blood), bowl of fresh yogurt
Refreshments: freshly made Dhaar, plain water, nimbu panee with mint leaves and
jaggery, hot milk with fresh hurdi, ginger and honey (for the cold weather), hot
Rooibos tea with jaggery (for the cold weather)
Betel leaf+nut+soomph+elachie+clove+toothpick+teaspoon+serviette
Finger bowl with water and a few drops of lemon juice, freshly chopped ginger and
chilli, salt and pepper
Nimbu Lamp and Nimbu garland and red coloured Bangles
Vases with red roses (depicting blood) from my garden

Mother Kali D.I.Y Puja
Provided below is a very simple Kali-Devi D.I.Y. puja proper. One will say hmmmm,
this is very easy and will it work, aren’t I supposed to be engaging the services of a
priest, etc. The whole idea about creating DIPIKA is to make my fellow humans self
sufficient, and only be dependent on is the Supreme Lord Himself. Whether one
performs an elaborate prayer or a simple prayer all that really matters is the faith
that one contributes to that prayer. Another point to note is that many who seek my
help and advice, are generally financially distraught, hence we at Dipika are making
everything simple and very cost effective for the populace.
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On the chosen day provided below, the person/s performing the puja must first bathe
and wear fresh clean coloured clothes, thereafter proceed to the prayer place. Have
all the requirements for the Puja and the havan arranged beforehand on a tray.
These are the most auspicious dates we suggest performing the prayers are.

*** Kindly email info@dipika.org.za or contact your family/local
priest for the Kali prayer dates ***
For the Puja proper:
On your tray you should have the following:- One large tray (to place all your puja
items on that tray), one large rectangular tray, One banana leaf the size of your
rectangular tray, one small Ganesh murti/picture, a laminated picture/murti of
Mother Kali, a laminated picture/murti of Lord Vishnu picture, small bowl of sweet
rice (use the same bowl for the havan), a small lota/chumbu/cup add water with a
small spoon, five incense sticks, one incense holder, two blocks of camphor, one box
matches, a small clay lamp which should be placed on a saucer, ten betel leaves, ten
coins, ten round betel nuts, 200g white rice, small bowl of flower petals, one small
hand towel, make one Kusha ring with kusha grass, 50g chandan powder (on a
saucer and add water to make a paste). On a saucer keep a small clay lamp add,
some ghee and a wick).
Place tray on the floor, and then place the banana leaf on top of the rectangular tray
- (this is your bedi), place on the banana leaf the Lord Ganesh murti/picture on the
extreme right. On the extreme left place the Lord Vishnu picture/murti. Next to the
Lord Vishnu picture/murti place the lamp (which has the ghee and wick) and on the
lamp's right hand side place Mother Kali's picture. Now sit facing East or North.
Pour a little water into your hand from your small lota and sip it three times
chanting "Om Vishnu" (Wash your hands after each Om Vishnu chant). Now wipe
your hands.
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Anoint your third eye (the place between your eyebrows) with a chandan dot, place
your kusha ring on your ring finger of your right hand.
Next take one betel leaf, on top of that betel leaf add some red flower petals and some
rice and say in English “O Supreme Lord on this day (state the English day, English
month (like January) and place (like Durban) where you performing this prayer, I
(state your name and surname) am performing my Mother Kali Prayers. (Do note if
you prefer having the correct Vedic names for the above then you have to consult and
ask your pundit). Leave the betel leaf, flower petals and rice on the banana leaf near
Lord Ganesh.
GANESH PUJA: Take one betel leaf, on top of that betel leaf place one betel nut, few
grains of rice, one coin and few flower petals and pray to Shree Ganeshji chanting his
mantra.
“Om ganapati devata aa-vaa-hayaa-mee sthaapa-yamee, Om ganapataye namah”
And then place the betel leaf (and its ingredients) on the banana in front of Lord
Ganesh's murti/picture. Do note the tip of the betel leaf should be facing you. Now
offer Lord Ganesha four drops of water, chandan dot, sprinkle rice and then flower
petals, offer one stick of incense (turn the incense around the murti/picture seven
times in a clockwise direction, and place in the incense holder, next offer the clay
lamp on a saucer (which has a small piece of camphor in it, light it) and turn the
lamp around the murti/picture seven times in a clockwise direction, offer a spoon of
sweet rice on the betel leaf and then place a betel leaf with a betel-nut next to Lord
Ganesh's betel leaf and then finally offer the clay lamp (seven times around the
murti) to end.
NAVAGRAHA PUJA: Then take another betel leaf, on top of that betel leaf place one
betel nut, few grains of rice and few flower petals and pray to nine Planets chanting
their mantra...
“Om Aim Hreem Kleem Navagraha devata namah
aa-vaa-hayaa-mee sthaapa-yamee, Om Navagraha devata-ye namah”,
And then place the betel leaf (and its ingredients) on the banana leaf next to Lord
Ganesh. Do note the tip of the betel leaf should be facing you. Now offer the
Navagraha's four drops of water, chandan dot, sprinkle rice and then flower petals,
offer one stick of incense (turn the incense around the lamp seven times in a
clockwise direction, and place in the incense holder, next offer the clay lamp on a
saucer (which has a small piece of camphor in it, light it) and turn the lamp around
the Navagraha's Betel leaf seven times in a clockwise direction, offer a spoon of sweet
rice on the betel leaf and then place a betel leaf with a betel-nut next to the
Navagraha's's betel leaf and then finally offer the clay lamp (seven times around the
murti) to end.
Light the wick of the clay lamp which is on a saucer (and which has the ghee and
wick). Once lit pray to Mother Lakshmi for Her blessings for your Kali puja.
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LAKSHMI PUJA: Then take another betel leaf, on top of that betel leaf place one
betel nut, few grains of rice and few flower petals and pray to Mother Lakshmi
chanting Her mantra.
“Om Shreeng mahaa lakshma-yai namah aa-vaa-hayaa-mee sthaapa-yamee, Om
Shree Lakshmi devi-yai namah”,
And then place the betel leaf (and its ingredients) on the banana leaf in front of Lord
Vishnu's picture. Do note the tip of the betel leaf should be facing you. Now offer
Mother Lakshmi four drops of water, chandan dot, sprinkle rice and then flower
petals, offer one stick of incense (turn the incense around the lamp seven times in a
clockwise direction, and place in the incense holder, next offer the clay lamp on a
saucer (which has a small piece of camphor in it, light it) and turn the lamp around
the lamp seven times in a clockwise direction, offer a spoon of sweet rice on the betel
leaf and then place a betel leaf with a betel-nut next to Mother Lakshmi's betel leaf
and then finally offer the clay lamp (seven times around the murti) to end.
VISHNU PUJA: Then take another betel leaf, on top of that betel leaf place one betel
nut, few grains of rice and few flower petals and pray to Lord Vishnu chanting His
mantra.
“Om Vishnu bhagavaan aa-vaa-hayaa-mee sthaapa-yamee, Om Vish-nave namah”,
And then place the betel leaf (and its ingredients) on the banana leaf in front of Lord
Vishnu's picture. Do note the tip of the betel leaf should be facing you. Now offer
Lord Vishnu four drops of water, chandan dot, sprinkle rice and then flower petals,
offer one stick of incense (turn the incense around the murti/picture seven times in a
clockwise direction, and place in the incense holder, next offer the clay lamp on a
saucer (which has a small piece of camphor in it, light it) and turn the lamp around
the murti/picture seven times in a clockwise direction, offer a spoon of sweet rice on
the betel leaf and then place a betel leaf with a betel-nut next to Lord Vishnu's betel
leaf and then finally offer the clay lamp (seven times around the murti) to end.

Ma Kali Halwa Puree Puja:
* In a bucket add nine Lota/chumbu/cups of water, Dhaar mixture, a cup of milk,
syringaberry/Neem leaves and flower petals.
* On a banana leaf place in the following order {two Purees (one of top of the other),
one betel leaf, 1/4 tsp Halwa, 1/4 tsp sweet rice, three types of fruits (cut in very
small pieces), three types of sweetmeats (cut in very small pieces), three channa dal,
one whole elachie, one whole clove, one flat betel nut, one Tikli dot, one dot red
sindhur and lastly two red bangles (optional add a whole flower and few petals and a
serviette)}. It is optional to have a coconut draped with a new sari for Mother Kali.
Now place this sari draped around the coconut (which is in a large deep dish), and
place it behind the nine halwa puri's. And place behind the Bedi tray.
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MOTHER KALI PUJA: Take one betel leaf, on top of that betel leaf place one betel
nut, few grains of rice, one coin and few flower petals and pray to Mother Kali
chanting Her mantra.
Om Jayantee Mangalaa Kaalee, Bhadrakaalee Kapaalinee,
Durgaa Kshamaa Shivaa Dhaatri, Swaaahaa Svadhaa Namostute,
Om kleem kalikaye namah aa-vaa-hayaa-mee sthaapa-yamee.
And then place the betel leaf (and its ingredients) on the banana leaf in front of
Mother Kali’s picture/murti. Do note the tip of the betel leaf should be facing you.
Now offer Mother Kali four drops of water, chandan dot, sprinkle rice and then
flower petals, offer one stick of incense (turn the incense around the lamp seven
times in a clockwise direction, and place in the incense holder, next offer the clay
lamp on a saucer (which has a small piece of camphor in it, light it) and turn the
lamp around the lamp seven times in a clockwise direction, offer a spoon of sweet
rice on the betel leaf and then place a betel leaf with a betel-nut next to Mother
Kali’s betel leaf and then finally offer the clay lamp (seven times around the
picture/murti) to end.
Next, on the ground in front of the Banana leaf with the Halwa puri place half nine
tablets of camphor for Kali devi with two cloves on each camphor. Then place one
lota/Chumbu/cup of the Dhaar mixture behind the camphor's. Light the nine half
camphors, pray and then turn the Lota of Dhaar three times in a clockwise direction
around the camphor fire and then drop a little Dhaar mixture in front of the
camphors. Cut the nine Jaifars/Jaiphal/nutmegs in half.
* Do note that the Jaifars/nutmegs are soaked overnight in a container to soften it.
Now you may cut the various fruit and vegetable items in half except the pumpkin.
When you cut the pumpkin, cut it on a large tray into nine parts. Now dot each slice
on the orange part with red powder Sindhur. Then apply the previous nights soaked
black Urad dal and fresh yogurt/maas on each pumpkin slice. Doing this “cools
down” Ma Kali from her angry mood.
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Then cut the Lime, monkey ball and the other fruits and vegetables. Place
everything on a tray or two. Everyone then stands up and then this tray is turned
around Mother Kali. As you turn the tray around three or five or seven times in a
clockwise direction chant the following mantra from the “Shree Artha Argala
Stotram” but if it’s rather difficult to pronounce then recite the English meaning.
Om Jayanti Mangala Kaali Bhadra Kaali Kaapaalini
Durga Shamma Shivaah Dhaatri Swaahaa Swaadhaa Namostute
(Oh! Conqueror of all, Remover of darkness, Auspicious one, beyond time, the bearer
of Skulls of Impure thoughts, Reliever of difficulties, loving forgiveness, supporter of
the Universe. You are the one who truly receives the sacrificial offerings and the
offerings to the Pitrs (Ancestors). To you I bow most merciful Devi.)
* Note: At the end of the prayer proper the Prasad is distributed to all (can be eaten
by all especially unmarried females, men, widows and everyone).

At this point recite or hear the Kali Chalisa. Here is the video via online due to
space. Kindly download this from the Internet.
Kali Chalisa (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0uAMs0Eppg)
The havan proper now commences.
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Mother Kali havan

Mother Kali inverted triangle Havan kund made with bricks and pasted with cowdung. The reason it is in a triangle shaped pointing downwards is that Mother Kali’s
yantra is shaped thus so. The inverted triangle represents fertility and femininity.
Lord Shiva’s Yantra depicts pointing upwards representing the focused aspects of
masculinity. The mystical union of the two triangles represents Creation, according
to the divine union of male and female.
Three lamps are on the three ends – the wick pointing inwards and then
add white flour and then the Sanskrit beeja (seed) mantra of Mother Kali
which is HREEM or KREEM. You may use the generally square Havan
kund or you may construct the above triangle kund.
For the Kali Devi Havan proper:
On your tray you should have the following: One packet havan wood; 100g Navadhan
(nine grains), 100g wheat (Hindi-Gehu//Tamil-Godhumai), 100g ***{Guggal} (a
brown-ish resin), 100g ***{Gur/Jaggery}, 100g of Lobhan (Samarani), 100g Til; 100g
Barley (Jau) grains, a medium size bowl for the havan samaghree ingredients, 100g
ghee in a small bowl with a Table spoon, three pieces of Sandalwood sticks.
The Havan kund should be place on a metal rectangular tray. Place four equal
length Kusha (Kush grass/Darbha grass) on the outside of the four sides of the kund,
add about three hands-full of clean sand in the havan kund (this is done so that the
ghee wouldn’t leak from the Kund), place the wood neatly in the kund. On top of the
wood sprinkle some red sindhur powder.
Now in your samaghree bowl add the remaining white rice (that you have from the
puja), the Navadhan, wheat, Til, one Tsp of sweet rice, Guggal, Gur, barley, Lobhan,
two Tsp's of ghee. Mix the ingredients well. This is your Havan samaghree, I would
advise to refrain from adding the ready made (store-bought) havan samaghree as
these days that samaghree is just powder and mass produced.
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Place a camphor tablet on a table spoon and (light and) kindle the camphor tablet
and place in the havan kund while you chant “Om Bhoor Bhuvah Swaahaa”, repeat
twice more times i.e. two more camphor tablets.
When the fire is nicely alight, put your two palms together and pray to Agni-deva
inviting Agni-deva to enter into the kund and kindly accept the grains that you will
be offering shortly, chanting. “Om Agni-devata aa-vaa-hayaa-mee sthaapa-yamee,
Om Agni-deva namah”.
Now offer one stick of incense (turn the incense around the fire seven times in a
clockwise direction, and place in the fire, next offer the clay lamp on a saucer (which
has a small piece of camphor in it, light it) and turn the lamp around the fire seven
times in a clockwise direction, offer a spoon of sweet rice on the betel leaf into the
fire, offer some flower petals into the fire and then finally offer the clay lamp (seven
times around the fire) to end.
Next sprinkle, water around the havan kund three times in a clockwise direction.
Take three pieces of Sandalwood sticks, dip the three sticks in the ghee, and then
offer one stick into the fire while chanting “Om Bhoor swaahaa”, the second stick
with the mantra “Om bhuvah swaahaa” and the third and final stick with the
mantra “Om svah swaahaa”...
Place the havan samaghree bowl in front of you. Do remember that at every swaahaa
offer samaghree and/or ghee. Now you can commence with the Havan proper...
Chant:
Om ganapataye swaahaa x 1
Om agnaye swaahaa x 1
Om somaya swaahaa x 1
Om praja-pata-ye swaahaa x 1
Om indraya swaahaa x 1
Om bhuh swaahaa x 1
Om bhoovah swaahaa x 1
Om svah swaahaa x 1
Om bhoor bhuvah svah swaahaa x 1
Om Hraam Hreem Hraum Saha Sooryaaya swaahaa x 3
Om Shraam Shreem Shraum Saha Chandraaya swaahaa x 3
Om Kraam Kreem Kraum Saha Bhaumaaya swaahaa x 3
Om Braam Breem Braum Saha Budhaaya swaahaa x 3
Om Graam Greem Graum Saha Guruve swaahaa x 3
Om Draam Dreem Draum Saha Shukraaya swaahaa x 3
Om Praam Preem Praum Saha Shanaish-charaaya swaahaa x 3
Om Bhraam Bhreem Bhraum Saha Raahave swaahaa x 3
Om Shraam Shreem Shraum Saha Ketve swaahaa x 3
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Om aim hreem kleem chaamun-daayai vich-chai swaahaa x 108
Om trayam bakkam yajaa-mahe sugan-dhim pushti-vardhanam
urvaa-rooka-miva bandha-naam mrityor mooksheeya maamritaat swaahaa x 11
Om Hanumate swaahaa x 1
Om Shreem Mahaa-lakshmi-yai swaahaa X 1
Om Vishnave swaahaa X 1
Sprinkle water around the havan kund three times.
Offer samaghree 21 times with the Maha Mantra “Hare Krishna Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare” to
allay for any mistakes committed during the havan.
Lastly - the final offerings (Purna-Ahuti): Place the remaining betel leaves on a tray
and on that betel leaves place the balance of the samaghree on top of the leaves, on
top of this place the rest of the betel nuts, some ghee and chant the following mantra
“Om sarvam vai poornam swaahaa”
And place this in the middle of the fire. Offer the rest of the ghee into the fire.
Shanti Paath Mantras:- Put your two palms together in the Namaste position and
chant.
Om Dyauh Shanti
Ranta-riksha Gwam Shanti
Prithvi Shanti Rapah Shanti
Rosha-dhayah Shanti
Vanas Patayah Shanti
Vishva Devah Shanti
Brahma Shanti Sarva Gwam Shanti
Shanti Reva Shanti Sama Shanti Redhi
Om Shanti Shanti Shanti Om
Now take the four kusha grass around the Kund and your kusha grass ring and mix
with the final remains of the ghee in the ghee bowl and offer into the fire.
Once this is complete, kindly request Lord Ganesha, the Nine Planets, Mother Kali,
Mother Lakshmi and Lord Vishnu and the rest of the Devi's and Devas to forgive you
for any shortcoming committed while you performed the puja and havan and then
request them to kindly return to their divine abodes, and chant the Maha Mantra
(above) once to end. Bow down to the bedi and havan kund.
A word of note: The puja items used in the puja above, put that into the havan kund
and make sure everything is fully burnt and I would advise instead of disposing the
remains into a local river, you should bury the burnt samaghree in the four corners
of your yard. This is DIPIKA'S stance on taking care of Mother Earth. Jai Mata Di.
*** Do note that the Sairee devi - Dee Baba (Kshetrapala’s {Guardians of the land
boundaries}) puja was intentionally left out as we were just concentrating on Mother
Kali puja in this article.
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST PERTAINING TO THIS ARTICLE:
* Mother Durgas’ Favorite Foods According To The Puranas
Kindly control click (HERE) to download this article.
* Hinduism’s views on Menstruation
Kindly control click (HERE) to download this article.
* Hinduism on sex when observing a particular fast.
Kindly control click (HERE) to download this article.
* SALT and its importance in Hinduism
Kindly control click (HERE) to download this article.
* The Importance of Dhaar and Halwa Puri in Devi Puja
Kindly control click (HERE) to download this article.
* Widows and their place in Hinduism
Kindly control click (HERE) to download this article.
* Widows (FAQ’S) and their place in Hinduism
Kindly control click (HERE) to download this article.
DISCLAIMER 1: Do note that the information given above is given with good faith.
Dipika's free services are not intended to be a substitute for any medical care. The
information above is intended for general education purposes and should not be
relied upon as a substitute for professional and/or medical advice.
DISCLAIMER 2: Do note that Dipika is not affiliated to any Hindu group or
organization. We at Dipika choose to remain an independent repository of spiritual
advice. We appreciate that there are variances between organisations and humbly
request that if our views differ from yours that you respect our decision not to
conform to the prescripts of your particular organisation. We remain committed to
spiritual advice which is based on scripture.
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this article. We pray that this article
will assist you in some way and we also pray that it helps you to appreciate the
beauty and remarkable foresight of our ancient Hindu culture. We wish to educate
all readers and demystify the path of Hinduism (Sanatan Dharma). Please feel free
to share these articles with friends and family who do not have direct access to our
website or articles. If you use the articles in any form including blogs and/or as part
of other articles kindly credit our website as a source. We hope that the articles serve
as a reference to you and your family when you need clarification of certain topics.
Jai Mata Di. All glories to our Divine and Amazing Mothers.
Please do visit our Website to receive more
free information about our beautiful culture
www.dipika.org.za
Compiled for the upliftment of Sanatan Dharma
Narottam das & Arjun Nandlal
T.C.
Email info@dipika.org.za

#Team-Dipika
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